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Background
Indonesia sits between the Pacific Ring of Fire and the 
Alpide belt, making it an extremely susceptible area to a 
variety of disasters such as volcanos, tsunamis, and 
earthquakes.  The people of Riung, specifically around the 
costal areas, have a rough time getting back on their feet 
after these natural disasters. Due to the poverty of these 
villages, they need all the help they can get to rebuild 
their community. 
Riung, Indonesia: 
• Small fishing village 
• Along the coast
• Tropical climate
• Poor economy
Case Study: T-Shelter in Haiti
Pros Cons
Short build time (2-3 
days)
Long lifespan (3-5 years)
Tropical climate means 
framing will have to be 
pretreated and/ or 
replaced every so often 
due to rot
Simple materials (wood, 
plywood, sheet metal) 
Not as resistant to 
extremely high winds;
could result in some 
damages 
Framing materials are 
ideal for earthquakes 
(light, and flexible)
Unappealing aesthetic
as well as an overall 
expensive shelter
Takes only 9 people to 
construct
Only one door (no 
alternative exit in the 
event of a disaster/ 
emergency) 
Mission Statement 
We are designing temporary, and eventually permanent,  
post disaster shelters for the village of Riung, Indonesia. 
Our main goal is to help the coastal areas rebuild after 
devastating disasters. In acknowledgment of their very 
poor economy, these homes will include all the 
necessities they need to get through these disasters with 
ease. 
Living Shoreline
A technique for reinforcing 
shorelines naturally after a 
disaster that is more 
environmentally friendly and 
stronger than 
concrete/synthetic 
reinforcement.
Water Collection
Rain will be drained from the 
roof and collected in basins for 
use in the home.
Collapsible Door
A door that can be folded down 
in the event of any resulting 
disasters and protect the 
people underneath.
Stilts (Concrete pillars)
These will keep the houses 
elevated in case of flooding and 
protect the residents and their 
property. It could also be 
reinforced with stones and 
made stronger with steel.
Concept 
• Simple design
• Local materials
• Woven bamboo for walls
• Local wood for framing
• Local workers
• Imported concrete for structural pillars/ base
• Culturally appropriate
• Better prepared for future hurricanes/ disasters
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